This paper reports observation and modeling of five negative sprites occurring above two Florida thunderstorms. The sprites were triggered by unusual types of negative cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning discharges with impulse charge moment change ranging from 600 to 1300 C km and charge transfer characterized by a timescale of 0.1-0.2 ms. The negative sprite typically consists of a few generally vertical elements that each contain a bright core and dimmer streamers extending from the core in both downward and upward directions. Modeling results using the measured charge moment change waveforms indicate that the lower ionosphere was significantly modified by the CGs and the lower ionospheric density might have been increased by nearly 4 orders of magnitude due to the most intense CG. Finally, streamer modeling results show that the ionospheric inhomogeneities produced by atmospheric gravity waves can initiate negative sprite streamers, assuming that they can modulate the ionization coefficient.
Introduction
Sprites are electrical discharges in the mesosphere/lower ionosphere caused by intense cloud-to-ground lightning discharges (CGs) [Liu et al., 2015a] . They are driven by the quasi-electrostatic (QE) field produced by the lightning. Past observations have shown that they are predominantly caused by positive CGs, and only a dozen of observed sprites are of negative polarity [Barrington-Leigh et al., 2001; Taylor et al., 2008; Li et al., 2012] . In particular, Li et al. [2012] reported that among 1651 sprites recorded from 2008 to 2012 by five cameras deployed at different locations in the U.S., only six of them were negative, giving a ratio of 1:200-300 between negative and positive sprites. Their analysis indicated that the negative sprites shared similar features in their morphology and lightning source current waveforms. Every negative sprite was initiated within a few milliseconds after the lightning return stroke and was accompanied by a halo. The lightning source current for each event was impulsive and produced a charge moment change (CMC) >450 C km (a useful parameter to measure the strength of lightning strokes to produce sprites) in 0.5 ms, and it also lacked a continuing current component in contrast to typical sprite-producing +CGs.
It has been a puzzle why negative sprites are so rare, considering that −CGs occur much more frequently than +CGs [Williams, 2006; Williams et al., 2007] . An explanation for it has emerged with accumulated observations of sprites and halos [Williams et al., 2012, and references cited therein] and recent analysis of the CMCs of a large data set of CGs [Cummer et al., 2013] . The observations show that halos, which can be triggered by CGs with smaller CMCs than sprites, are indeed dominated by negative polarity. It was also found that negative sprites require approximately 500 C km impulse charge moment change (iCMC, CMC in 2 ms after the lightning return stroke), while 300 C km is required for prompt positive sprites [Cummer et al., 2013] . According to Williams et al. [2007] and Cummer et al. [2013] , −CGs with a CMC larger than 300 C km are about 10 times less frequent than +CGs with the same CMC. Furthermore, negative strokes of 500 C km iCMC are about 10 times less frequent than 300 C km strokes. Finally, +CGs often contain a long continuing current, which can lead to long-delayed (>10 ms) positive sprites, and about half of observed positive sprites are long-delayed events [Li et al., 2008] . Combining all the above factors seems to perfectly explain the 1:200-300 ratio between observed negative and positive sprites. Initiation of negative sprites requiring a larger CMC has also been concluded from modeling studies [Qin et al., 2011 [Qin et al., , 2012 [Qin et al., , 2013 . This paper presents optical images and magnetic field measurements of five negative sprites occurring above two storms in Florida on 12 September 2014, all being triggered by intense −CGs, but the main purpose is to report the modeling results of the ionospheric impact of the impulsive CGs and subsequent sprite streamer initiation. The most impulsive stroke of this data set produced an iCMC of more than 1300 C km, which only happens a few times annually in the U.S. [Cummer et al., 2013] . Modeling results show that such a stroke can increase the ionospheric electron density in a volume of more than a thousand cubic kilometers by nearly 4 orders of magnitude. Finally, streamer modeling results indicate that the sprite streamer initiation theory drawn from a study of positive sprites that mesospheric perturbations produced by atmospheric gravity waves can initiate sprite streamers [Liu et al., 2015b] , assuming that they create perturbations in the ionization coefficient, also applies to the initiation of negative sprites.
Negative Sprites Observed on 12 September 2014
The observed negative sprites occurred above two thunderstorms in east-central and south Florida, which were associated with Tropical Disturbance Invest 92L that moved westward across central Florida. An analysis of the charge structures of the thunderstorms and the parent negative CGs found that both storms were normally electrified, with each containing two convective cells at the time of sprite occurrences [Boggs et al., 2016] . The convective cells where the parent negative CGs were initiated contained weakened upper positive charge and an excess of midlevel negative charge. The parent CGs were comprised of one bolt-from-the-blue (BFB), two hybrid intracloud-negative cloud-to-ground (hybrid IC-NCG), and two multicell intracloud-negative cloud-to-ground (multicell IC-NCG) discharges. This supports the conclusion drawn by Lu et al. [2012] that −CGs leading to large iCMCs are predominantly BFB or hybrid IC-NCG discharges and also identifies a new type of −CG that can produce large iCMCs.
The events were recorded by a Watec 120N+ camera, and the recorded video was time stamped by a GPS-synchronized video time inserter [Liu et al., 2015c] . The first storm occurred in east-central Florida and produced four negative sprites between 00:58:10 and 1:14:52 UTC. There might have been other negative sprites, because additional −CGs with charge moment changes greater than 600 C km also occurred. Unfortunately, the video images were highly saturated due to the lightning light, so that it was impossible to identify them even if sprites occurred. The second storm occurred in south Florida and produced one negative sprite and two negative gigantic jets between 6:18:23 and 6:59:33 UTC. Table 1 summarizes the relevant information of the five −CGs causing the sprites. The values of I pk , , and iCMC indicate that the CGs are very impulsive, which makes us believe that the negative sprites are prompt sprites with a delay of less than 10 ms from the parent CGs. The lack of a significant continuing current for at least 4 of these events also supports that they are prompt sprites. However, it should be noted that the time resolution of the video is 16.7 ms, and there is also an uncertainty in the GPS time stamped on the video [Liu et al., 2015c] . The iCMCs are all well above the empirically found threshold for initiation of negative sprites, supporting the results of [Li et al., 2012] and [Cummer et al., 2013] . Figure 1 shows the video images of the five negative sprites, and the recorded videos are available as supporting information. The altitude scale for each event is obtained by assuming that it occurred right above the CG lightning location detected by NLDN. Because each sprite element may be significantly displaced from the lightning location horizontally, there is a large uncertainty in its altitude. Assuming the sprite elements of each event occurred within a horizontal distance of 20 km from the NLDN location, the uncertainties in the altitude scales are ±12-14 km for the first four events and ±6 km for the last event. All events except the second one are clearly visible in two video fields. For the second event, the image field preceding the one shown in Figure 1 was highly saturated, and it is very likely that the event started in that field; otherwise, this event would be a long-delayed (>10 ms) event. Compared to the negative sprites reported by Taylor et al. [2008] and Li et al. [2012] , the events on 12 September 2014 have more distinct vertical elements but no clearly visible halos. The events occurred very close to the camera, and the better image resolution of our observation makes the vertical filaments of sprites more visible than large and dim glows like halos. The lack of a visible halo may also be because the camera used in our study is not as sensitive as the one used in [Li et al., 2012] and the scattered light from lightning is strong due to the short viewing distance.
The morphology of the event appears to depend on the details of the parent CG. The hybrid IC-NCG discharge triggering the first event was confined in the reflectivity core of the convective cell; the second event was caused by a BFB discharge that travelled 18 km laterally from the convective cell; and the multicell IC-NCG parent discharges of the third and fourth events spanned two convective cells, with a long length of 25 km [Boggs et al., 2016] . The details of the parent discharge of the last event could not be resolved, because it was far away from the lightning mapping array system [Boggs et al., 2016] . The first sprite has the least number of elements but with a bright upper section presumably due to upward positive streamers; the second event has more elements with each spawning multiple, dim downward and upward streamers; and the third and fourth events have the most number of elements with few number of streamers. The dependence of the sprite appearance with the morphology of the parent CG may be explained as follows. The hybrid IC-NCG, BFB, and multicell IC-NCG discharges neutralized the charge in small, intermediate, and large thundercloud regions, respectively. Consequently, the electric field due to the hybrid IC-NCG in the lower ionosphere is more nonuniform, while the field due to the multicell IC-NCG is less nonuniform. The nonuniform field favors the production of fewer but brighter sprite elements, and the less nonuniform field is favorable for producing more but dimmer elements.
Another interesting aspect worth mentioning is that the parent CGs of the third and fourth events, separated by 2.5 min, are both multicell IC-NCG discharges and have very similar morphology [Boggs et al., 2016] . There was also another −CG with a charge moment change of more than 800 C km occurring about 400 ms before the fourth event. A preliminary comparison of the visible features of the two sprites shows that there are clear spatial offsets between those features. This may suggest that the modifications of local atmospheric volumes by the event at 1:12:33.406 UTC are either insignificant after 2.5 min to have impact on the development of the event at 1:14.52.460 UTC or significant but suppress the initiation of sprite streamers in the same volumes. Figure 2 shows the charge moment change waveform of each parent CG lightning discharge, extracted from magnetic field measurements recorded by a VLF sensor and a ULF sensor. The solid line shows the CMC waveform from magnetic field measurements, and the dashed line shows the fitting curve by using a function discussed below. The charge moment change waveform of the parent −CG contains either one or two step-like increases, and the first step-like increase may be preceded by a slow increase corresponding to the lightning leader propagating from the thunderstorm to ground before the return stroke and/or trailed by a gradual increase due to a continuing current flowing in the lightning channel. The two step-like increases of a lightning flash causing a negative sprite has been noted in a recent study [Lu and Cummer, 2014] , but a continuing current is in general not a typical feature of the negative sprite parent lightning [Li et al., 2012] . Note that the relatively regular oscillations superimposed on the smooth variation sections of the waveforms are the signature of the 2 kHz cutoff frequency of the Earth-ionosphere waveguide. They may be removed with additional signal processing procedures, but it is unnecessary for this study because the pattern of the variation of the signal is clear.
Charge Moment Change Waveforms
The step-like increase in the waveform contributes almost all of the charge moment change due to the lightning current, and it is reasonable to assume that for modeling the ionospheric response to the −CG, accurate description of this part of the waveform is sufficient. A single step-like variation of the charge moment change waveform, CMC(t), can be described by
The parameters CMC 0 , , and t 0 are the total charge moment change, the timescale, and the time of the step, respectively. The CMC(t) described by equation (1) means that 76% of the charge transfer occurs over a time interval of 2 centered at t 0 . The two step-like increases can be obtained by simply adding another term to equation (1):
More terms can be added if needed. Fitting results using equations (1) and (2) are shown in dashed lines in Figure 2 , and the values of the fitting parameters are given in Table 1 . Figures 3 and 4 present the simulation results of the ionospheric responses to the QE fields of the second and fifth CGs, which have the smallest and largest step-like increases in CMC waveforms immediately after the return strokes. They were obtained by using the halo model developed previously [Liu, 2012] with the charge moment changes shown in Figure 2 used as the inputs to the model. The ambient ionospheric density profile used in the model is described by n e = n p = n 0 exp(−0.15h ′ ) exp[( − 0.15)(h − h ′ )], where n 0 = 1.43 × 10 13 m −3 , h ′ = 85 km, and = 0.5 km −1 .
Simulation Results

Ionospheric Impact of Impulsive −CGs
As shown by the figure, the characteristics of the two halos are different. The 664 C km case shows a modest increase in the electron density in the halo volume, reaching about 5 × 10 7 m −3 . As a reference, the ambient electron density at 75 km is about 1.2 × 10 6 m −3 . The volume with a significant density change is confined between 70 and 85 km altitudes, with a maximal radius of about 20 km. The peak electric field of the halo only exceeds E k during the initial 1-2 ms when the peak field is located above 80 km altitude, and it decreases to 0.75E k at 72.5 km after 9.2 ms and to 0.43E k at 71 km after 17.5 ms as the halo moves downward. The descending speed of the halo decreases, because both of the peak field and the ambient electron density ahead decrease as it descends. The propagation of a halo as an ionization wave relies on ionization to increase the ambient electron density ahead of its front to the level behind the front, which takes a longer time when the peak field and ambient electron density are lower, so the halo speed decreases. The average speed is 3.2 × 10 6 m/s from 1 to 4.1 ms when the peak of the field moves from 80 to 75 km altitude, is 5 × 10 5 m/s from 4.1 ms to 9.2 ms from 75 to 72.5 km, and is further reduced afterward. A sharp density variation is formed during an intermediate stage, from 9.2 to 17.5 ms, of the halo descending. The electron density varies almost 2 orders of magnitude over a 1 km altitude range over the sharpest section of the front. The positive halo caused by a slightly slower (1 ms) lightning current leading to 600 C km charge moment change has a slightly lower density, and a similar average descending speed from 80 to 70 km [Liu, 2012] . Significant differences exist between the halos of opposite polarity after about 20 ms, however. The front of the positive halo continues sharpening, in contrast to the smoothing of the negative halo. Consistently, the peak electric field of the positive halo is significantly larger at the later stage, which was also found in the work of Qin et al. [2011] . This factor, together with the lack of a long continuing current for impulsive −CGs, suggests that it is nearly impossible for a negative sprite to be initiated with a significant delay after the causative lightning.
For the 1300 C km case, the electron density in a larger altitude range, from 65 to 90 km, is significantly increased. The maximal radial extension of the volume with increased electron density is about 40 km at 80 km altitude. The electron density in the halo reaches 3 × 10 9 m −3 , almost 2 orders of magnitude higher than the previous case, which is more than 4 orders of magnitude higher than the ambient electron density at 70 km altitude. From 65 km to 80 km altitude, the electron density is increased by at least 2 orders of magnitude. The peak electric field becomes greater than E k after 0.3 ms and stays at that level until the end of the simulation. The halo descends from 85 to 66 km altitude with a very large average speed of 2.4 × 10 7 ms −1 . A sharp front is formed at the end of the simulation, with the electron density varying more than 3 orders of magnitude over 1 km in the steepest section. Overall, a larger ionospheric volume is modified more significantly compared to the previous case. Compared to the modeling results of Luque and Ebert [2009] on the ionospheric response to a positive CG stroke with a charge moment change rate of 300 C km/ms, which gives an accumulated charge moment change of 1300 C km in about 4 ms, the increase in the ionospheric density shown in Figure 4 is orders of magnitude larger, because the causative lightning is much more impulsive.
Simulation of Negative Sprite Streamer Initiation
The simulation is conducted by using the cylindrically symmetric plasma discharge model discussed by Liu et al. [2015c] and Liu and Pasko [2004] . The methodology of the simulation is briefly summarized below. Because streamer simulation requires a finer grid resolution than halo modeling, only a much smaller simulation domain is considered. The simulation domain can be pictured as a small cylinder in the lower ionosphere centered around the symmetry axis of the halo simulation domain shown in the previous section. The same nighttime ionospheric density profile is used to initialize the simulation. The top boundary is located in the dense region of the lower ionosphere and is approximated as a perfectly conducting surface. The bottom boundary is in a region with much smaller electron density, and electric field, dominated by the vertical component, changes over time (see the electric field profiles from the halo simulation). To account for the variation of the lightning electric field, the vertical field component at the bottom boundary is set to be
where E 0 is the final value of E 0 (t) and f is the timescale for E 0 (t) to reach E 0 . The values of both parameters are obtained from the halo simulation results. Liu et al. [2015c] proposed that the inhomogeneities seeding streamer initiation come from the perturbations generated by atmospheric gravity waves and other atmospheric processes. As discussed by Liu et al. [2015c] , gravity waves can create a few percent or more neutral density perturbations with a horizontal spatial scale of a few km or larger. The neutral density perturbation can modulate the coefficient of the electron impact ionization driven by electric field, because this coefficient is a function of electric field magnitude divided by neutral density. This effect can be taken into account by modifying the electron impact ionization frequency: i = i0 [1 + A cos(kr)], where i0 is the ionization frequency calculated directly by using the electric field found by solving Poisson's equation [Liu and Pasko, 2004] and A and k are the amplitude and wave number of the perturbed ionization frequency. Under the cylindrical symmetry assumption of the model, the perturbation imposed this way consists of concentric rings. A fully 3-D model is needed to model arbitrary perturbations. Figure 5 shows the simulation results of negative streamer initiation, with A = 0.5, k = 2 ∕(6km) f = 4 ms, and E 0 = 0.5E k . The direction of ⃗ E 0 points upward. The values of f and E 0 are obtained from analyzing the halo simulation results corresponding to the 664 C km case (Figure 3) . As shown by Figure 5 , a negative streamer is initiated between 3.7 and 3.8 ms at 74-75 km altitude. The fully initiated streamer has a peak head field about 3E k and a channel density of 10 11 m −3 . It propagates downward with an average speed of 1.6×10 7 ms −1 between 3.8 and 3.9 ms, which is about 10 times faster than the descending halo in Figure 3 . The optical emissions of the first positive band system of N 2 are strongly enhanced in both the streamer head and the 10.1002/2016GL068256 region where the streamer is initiated. The peak intensity in the streamer head is about 20 times greater than the peak intensity in the initiation region, but the intensity at the streamer initiation region persists while the bright streamer head quickly moves downward. The vertical size of the streamer head is on the order of 100 m, and thus, the atmospheric volume occupied by the streamer head has an elevated optical intensity for 10 μs. This means that if the streamer propagation lasts more than 200 μs, the average optical intensity in the initiation region is larger than the average streamer channel luminosity. The downward streamer propagation typically lasts for more than a few milliseconds. Therefore, the region where streamers are initiated should appear much brighter than the streamer channel in the long-exposure images of sprites. In the sprite images shown in Figure 1 , a clear feature of the vertical elements of each event is that there is a sharp transition from the upper bright section to the lower dim section. The streamer is likely initiated around that transition region. However, it should be pointed out that the luminosity in the streamer initiation region also extends downward slowly [Liu, 2010; Kosar et al., 2012 Kosar et al., , 2013 .
Summary
This paper reports observation of five negative sprites occurring above two Florida thunderstorms. The causative lightning discharges were atypical −CG, and they were very impulsive, with the charge moment change waveforms displaying step-like increases that can be characterized by a timescale of 0.1-0.2 ms.
Modeling results indicate that the CGs generated significant impact on the lower ionosphere. In particular, the most impulsive CGs among them probably increased the ionospheric electron density in a volume of more than a thousand cubic kilometers by nearly four orders of magnitude. Finally, negative streamers can be initiated by the inhomogeneities created by processes like atmospheric gravity waves, assuming that the inhomogeneities can modulate the coefficient of the electron impact ionization process.
